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Abstract: Middleware gateways are a feasible solution for improving interoperability between legacy connectivity technologies in industrial automation and enterprise information technology. However, developing, configuring, and deploying gateways on different devices for connecting middlewares are not well examined. A proposed gateway generation process that builds upon a generic gateway model in the Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) and allows platform-specific code generation addresses those challenges. Additional, configuration files define all necessary bindings. The paper concludes by outlining subsequent steps by pointing out research challenges in the presented process.
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1. Introduction

Accessing information in industrial automation has always been a critical element for a system’s optimal functioning, but often hindered by the used architecture [1]. From a historical perspective, typical automation systems follow a hierarchical architecture often visualised as an automation pyramid (Fig. 1) [2]. The first two levels represent sensors and actuators, followed by controllers (e.g., programmable logic controllers (PLCs)) which are responsible for the interaction with the underlying technical process and the processing of automation functions (e.g., open/closed-loop control), respectively. With the third SCADA systems level, the lower levels represent the operational technology (OT) part of automation [3].

Compared to the two top levels, summarised as information technology (IT), OT has more stringent requirements (e.g., on real-time and safety) achieved by automation and industrial communication technology. On the other hand, IT uses off-the-shelf components and communication systems ready for use with the Internet Protocol (IP) suite part of any enterprise / IT environment. Typical applications in the upper levels are Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) and Enterprise-Resource-Planning (ERP) tool suites that process and abstract the data from the lower levels. Accessing OT information is complicated and is often referred to as the OT/IT gap [2].

Given more recent initiatives, e.g., the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) or Industry 4.0, access to information is becoming even more critical. IIoT aims to close the OT/IT gap by introducing the same IP technology at all levels, thus creating a more flat and transparent architecture. Such a system design would make it possible to address a single sensor on the shop floor directly from a top-level application (e.g., located in the cloud).

New technological developments such as fog and cloud computing or time-sensitive networking (TSN) further promise to close the OT/IT gap [4].

An often forgotten problem in the long history of industrial communication is that the domain looks back on several decades of industrial communication technology. Due to long life cycles, it is not uncommon to find relatively old, still correctly working systems [5]. Therefore, a sudden change towards an all-new IP architecture is not very realistic. There is, therefore, a need for interim solutions, for example, gateways to connect older OT protocols with newer technology and Internet protocols of the IT levels [6].

In this context, this article describes the possible positions of gateways within the automation pyramid. It presents arguments why middleware gateways are a feasible solution to close the OT/IT gap. It also describes the related challenges, followed by a process that addresses them. The results form the basis for further research about middleware gateways for industrial automation.
Section 2 presents possible positions of gateways in the automation pyramid and the historical background. Section 3 introduces the middleware gateway concept and lays the ground for the related challenges in Section 4. Within Section 5, the gateway generation process is introduced and discussed in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper and provides an outlook on future work.

2. Gateways in the automation pyramid

Gateways have always been part of industrial automation. They found their application at different automation pyramid levels by connecting protocols horizontally or vertically with IT applications [1].

In the early days of automation when fieldbus systems replaced parallel and discrete cabling in the lower levels of the automation pyramid, early suggestions appeared to improve interoperability with gateways [7]. The focus of these dedicated automation networks (e.g. Controller Area Network (CAN), PROFIBUS or INTERBUS) however was to overcome the restrictions of parallel cabling and not on interoperability [7]. Therefore, low-level horizontal gateways, as depicted in Figure 1, remained an exception.

With the advent of the Internet, the relevant technology also made its way into the automation domain. Due to the uniform Ethernet standard, gateways seem to be a relic of the past. However, Ethernet lacked actual real-time capabilities, which led to the development of several new dedicated protocols and reintroduced the need for gateways.

Protocols such as PROFINET or EtherCAT either use parts of the OSI layers or adapt them to achieve low latency communication. In contrast to Internet technology, such protocols are OT specific and not intended for communication with the IT domain [8]. The specific real-time requirements make creating horizontal gateways a problematic endeavour. Research has shown that directly connecting such protocols can create serious security risks [1]. Nowadays, the new initiative creating time-sensitive networks (TSN) opens up new possibilities [4].

Vertical gateways are another solution to overcome OT and IT’s separation as they transfer automation data to the IP-based networks. The gateways abstract a certain amount of data and functions from OT to the enterprise environment [9]. However, creating vertical gateways requires extensive knowledge of the protocol and the connected application (MES, ERP system). The uniqueness of each gateway makes it challenging to maintain and reuse or adjust it for other applications. One possible solution is to connect vertical gateways with middleware that is better suited to the IT environment.

With middleware, IT applications can access the OT world’s data points with the necessary abstraction and additional information. There are different ways to access legacy protocols. Either directly with specific APIs and drivers or as mentioned via vertical gateways. Since middlewares offer standardized access to all IT applications, their use would reduce the number of required gateways [6]. However, the number of middleware and protocol combinations is still considerably large and would hinder interoperability.

At this point, middleware gateways could improve the situation by building bridges between middlewares. The complexity of such gateways is high because middlewares sometimes use different communication patterns, e.g., OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) (Server-Client), MQTT (Broker) or Data Distribution Service (DDS) (publish-subscribe) and means of transport (TCP/IP, UDP, HTTP or CoAP) [9]. Nonetheless, the IT compatibility allows the flexible deployment, e.g., on fog nodes or in the cloud and are therefore a suitable solution to play an essential role in closing the OT/IT gap.

3. Middleware gateway concept

Middleware gateways could reduce the total amount of required gateways in IIoT. The goal is to connect the existing middlewares, which are either already attached to legacy protocols or provide drivers or APIs. Such a proposal is not new. The Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) published a related study to identify the leading middleware technologies for their suitability for IIoT applications [10]. After an in-depth evaluation OPC UA, DDS, oneM2M and Web Services turned out to be best candidates for all types of industrial sectors. Connecting these “main” middlewares with gateways would significantly improve interoperability. Secondary gateways would connect other middlewares or legacy protocols to one of the main middlewares (cf. Figure 2).

As part of the IIC, the OMG Group published an OPC UA / DDS gateway specification [11] to follow up on the concept. Since OPC UA is a server-client-based middleware and DDS follows the publish-subscribe paradigm, the specification addresses these differences by utilising configurable bi-directional bridges. Since its publication in 2019, the gateway specification received some attention in the industry and led to a proprietary implementation. In academic research, the focus remains mainly on the gateway’s information exchange and functionality aspects by implementing reduced prototypes as in [12]. However, none of the studies focused on the challenges associated with implementing, configuring, and deploying such gateways.
4. Challenges related to middleware gateways

A recent use-case study about fog computing in automation systems to consolidate SCADA functionality, and using an OPC UA / DDS gateway prototype revealed several challenges [13]. In this use case, DDS acted as a bridge between two OPC UA networks and provided remote maintenance functionality. The trials revealed mostly problems related to the implementation of the gateway prototype itself.

One other significant difficulty is the configuration of the gateway. Configuration requires in-depth knowledge about both networks; i.e., the node addresses, the data to be transferred or access rights. These hurdles directly impact the gateway’s deployment and scalability because some information must be in place before the compilation. If such dependencies exist, the dynamic deployment of a gateway on different resources, for example on fog nodes, would require an automated compile process or a change in the gateway architecture. Other studies report similar problems with gateways, despite different protocols and architectures [14]. For example, Dionisio et al. [15] present an OPC UA / MQTT gateway based on Node-RED for "loom machines" where they use a static gateway configuration. Some authors [16] try to counter the configuration issue with a software-defined perspective or with a particular additional middleware [17].

Other problems encountered in the use case are related to security and latency issues. An additional firewall that protects the gateway from malicious access solved the problem. However, this solution required additional configuration effort. It would have been more user-friendly if the gateway had supported the security functions used by DDS and OPC UA. While latency and overhead were not a critical problem in the use case, some considerations had to be made. Other authors report similar problems and use HTTP to bridge protocols to reduce overhead and latency [18].

In summary, to enable middleware gateways to bridge the OT/IT gap and connect legacy protocols, those challenges need to be addressed first.

5. Gateway generation process

Gateway configuration, deployment and scalability are the most relevant challenges that a potential solution needs to address. The suggested process foresees using a modelling language to model the different aspects of a gateway and code generation to achieve higher flexibility. Potential candidates are Unified Modeling Language (UML), Systems Modeling Language (SysML) and the Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL). All languages support the modelling of complex applications and allow code generation. However, only SysML and AADL are capable of specifying hardware and communication. AADL originating out of avionics provides analysis possibilities for embedded, real-time systems, supporting its use in industrial automation [20].

The suggested process assumes the usage of AADL and related tools. However, it is also applicable to other modelling languages. The first step is the creation of a generic gateway model based on a specification. This unique specification depends on the middleware combination and defines necessary bindings and features. The created general model is the foundation for the further code generation and acts as an empty shell for specific gateway instances. For the actual code generation, each gateway instance requires further "hardcoded" information, e.g., data type mappings or node addresses. The proposed process foresees two stages for adding the required information. In the first stage, a configuration file provides the parser everything to create a specific gateway model. The following code generation then produces code. In AADL, the Ocarina toolchain creates either C or ADA code out of the model [20]. It might be worth to mention that the code generation is dependent on the chosen hardware environment, e.g., an embedded system. This feature is essential when considering that gateways might run on resource-restricted edge devices or fog nodes. In the last step before compiling the code, an XML configuration file provides the final mappings that end the gateway creation process.

6. Discussion

Although the proposed process is relatively simple, it addresses the most relevant challenges related to middleware development and use of gateways. Adopting a general gateway model allows the generation of specific and compiled gateway instances and reduces the configuration effort when adjustments are required. A weak point of the process is that the model entirely depends on a given gateway specification unique for each middleware combination; however, following the main gateway idea with only a few combinations reduces the effort.

As other studies indicated, the configuration of the gateway is a core challenge. Despite the proposed approach to integrating the configuration into the build-
ing process, the required configuration files are complex. This fact limits the flexibility as the configuration is static. A possible solution would be using an external tool that creates the files. In the best case, the tool obtains the needed (network) information from both middlewares automatically. OPC UA, for example, applies information models to structure all involved nodes. Another option is to change the architecture of the gateway, that would allow dynamical changes during runtime. Such functionality, however, might increase the complexity and is not supported in all programming languages.

If the configuration is static, the process will allow an automated generation of gateways. For instance, applied in fog computing, a deployment tool creates new instances when one gateway cannot handle all traffic. Moreover, though the process aims for middleware gateways, it is applicable for direct vertical gateways to connect legacy protocols with IT applications.

6. Conclusion

The paper presents a process to address challenges related to the development and deployment of middleware gateways which are an efficient way of connecting legacy OT protocols to the IT environment. A previously conducted use case study and related work indicate that the most relevant challenges are configuration, deployment, scalability and security. The model-based approach includes a two-step configuration, code generation for different platforms, and automation potential. Further studies will include the actual modelling of an OPC UA/DDS gateway with the proposed AADL language.
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